
 

MSR Houston COVID-19 Event Protocols for Houston BMW CCA HPDE on August 29, 2020 
 
Dear Drivers, 
 
It is our goal for you to have both a fun and safe time at MSR Houston this weekend, so we have a few 
event protocols to reduce the potential spread of COVID-19.  Please be mindful that these protocols only 
work if everyone follows them, so your compliance is not only necessary, but also greatly appreciated. 
 
In the unfortunate case of blatant COVID-19 protocol non-compliance, MSR Houston and Houston 
BMW CCA , reserves the right to ban the offending party or parties from the remainder of the event 
without a refund.  If there is widespread non-compliance, we may be forced by governmental 
authorities to shut down the event.  Refunds will not be issued if the event is shut down due to non-
compliance. 
 
MSR Houston COVID-19 Protocols 

 For the safety of everyone on the premises, we encourage all drivers to wear a face mask or 
covering. 
 

 Please maintain a respectful distance away from your fellow drivers. We ask that you spread out 
in the paddock more than normal and park your vehicles approximately 8 feet apart from each 
other and avoid personal contact.  If you do not have an awning space, please find a parking 
spot that is inside the fire lanes and not blocking any garage entrances. 
 

 All awning parking spots are pre-assigned and taken.  We are leaving space between cars on 
purpose (those are not for use).  Trailers are not allowed to be parked under the awnings. 

 
 After you park, please walk to Houston BMW CCA event check-in area with your 

event paperwork to turn-in and pick up your run packet. 
 

 The MSR Houston shop is open, and to keep our mechanics safe, we are rotating their shifts to 
limit their exposure to others. Please maintain good social distancing in the shop. 

 
 Except for the front office and bathrooms, our enclosed areas are closed. 

 
 Hand sanitizer is available at the front office and our bathrooms are open for your hand-washing 

needs. That said, it never hurts to carry personal hand sanitizer, just to play it safe. 
 
If you have any questions please direct them to kurt@msrhouston.com or talk with the MSR Houston 
safety personnel onsite or Houston BMW CCA’s event staff. 
 
Sincerely, 
MSR Houston 


